
PA Props Dir 
	

12 Dec 1981 

PA Archivist 

re: Post 

Dear Barbara: 

This is an official npte of resignation from the 
Archives Post and the Sea Org. 

Please pass it on to the proper person. 

I would have liked to spend some time with someone to 
turn the post over, but that simply wasn't possible. Therefore someone 
will have to pick up the files, etc. basically from scratch. It's 
actually better that way as the person will become thoroughky familiar with 
them rather quickly. 

I would wish that Vaughn would be kept on as the biog 
research person to work with Omar. However, I'll probably now be an 
"anti-opinion leader" and any "advice" I have would be shunned like 
the plague. 

I would wilh that my Family not be contacted. I frankly 
don't know where I'll go right now, but will be in tpuch with them in the 
near future. It would be a bit distressing for them, and they have not 
all been pro-Scientology over the years. 

I would also ask that I not be harrassed. I knoa the 
or 	Pion is'very capable of tRaITOTTOT  thing, but T rinn' 	ish 
hem  any ill, and I would hope they wi not intend any award me. 

Someone will want to know why I (and Joyce) Ieft. It 
really isn't important, however it is simply because it was time. 	I 
think everyone comes to this point in their lives. 

There are disagreements, of course, and these would also 
preclude any further involvement at this time. But I don't have to 
go into those here. 

I would be most grateful if you could ensure that the 
line to Omar is picked up again (Vaughn I hope, as he has the insight 
the job requires). The biography is so important to righting the 
scene, and Omar is one of the best friends the organization and LRH 
has ever had. 
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Any comm can be sent to this addreis: 
c/o 
115 Princess Avenue East 
Chilliwack, B.C., Canada V2P 2A6 

I'll turn the car over to Vaughn for now as he'll need it. 

The copier, see my other note. 

Files are all intact. They really 
files person as they are not in a decent order at 

47...s....k several month!_taing to get Omar copied ell the  
and more stuff kept pouring in. So the files are 

Omar has a great deal of materials, but there will be holes  
which have  to brTriT ireireze--$11t number of important 
niters/does/files, etc. which haven't been copiied. His assigned 
terminal can pick this up. 

I'll be willing to be consulted on anything. I'll just net 
be a part of the Church. So, actually my relationship dpesn't change 
much. Thetis, I'mmnot any enemy as the organization sees such. 

I'll be in touch after Christmas, and if there are any 
questions, or any way I can help at that time, just let me know. 

This is a rather hasty note, as I'm rather hasty right 
now. 

Maybe will send you something later, when I allow myself 
more time. 

And maybe wile see you again soon. 

Much love, 

Gerry 

ia,..•••••••••••••••••••••••.•••www••••71,  

require a full-time 
all. I spent the last 
material:7;7i 	wouirreB, 
not in any sensible order. 

PS: Here are Christmas gifts for you and Dick. Have a great holiday time. 
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